
This weeks…



Elizabeth, Hamida & Eleana- From Mr.
Rashid:

Well done for showing excellent team work and effort. These three pupils 
were able to win the class competition in English when we were analysing 

different train disasters in English. I was impressed with the group's 
leadership skills, ability to work together maturely and how every pupil was 

able to contribute to the group equally. It was fantastic to see!

Ricky Veliu & Endi Dragusha- 8T from Mr.
Rashid:

Well done for giving 100 percent effort in all tasks within 
English. I have been so impressed with their effort , leadership 
skills and fantastic work recently when looking at dangers and 

disasters in English.



Helena Lopes-Shokoya-8Z- From Mr.
Withers:

Outstanding effort during all running lessons. Helena 
challenged herself when running the 300m race and also 

did extremely well in the 100m sprint.

Angel, Franck & Rafsan- 8H from Mr.
Withers:

For adopting a growth mindset when throwing the 
javelin. All three students greatly improved their 

technique and were able to improve the overall distance 
of their throws.



Shout Outs from Miss. White:
 8Moore - Excellent choreography used in Dance with creative lifts and 

contact! Very impressed.

 Elizabeth Aguda- Excellent attitude in Dance and persistent hard work.

 Disha Kumar- Excellent performance skills in Dance.

 Ruqayyah Soud - Great leadership skills shown in Drama.

Ameeraj Butt & Helena Lopes-Shokoya- from 
Miss. Khanom:

Both these students demonstrated a great attitude towards 
learning. Ameeraj and Helena worked with their group to actively 

read and understand two challenging texts and work out the 
meaning of new vocabulary.



Pupil of the Week
Diya Rendeddula– 8M- 6 Positive Referrals

 English- Excellent effort on your Independent Learning and 
working consistently well throughout your lessons. You model high 
standards of work! Keep it up.

 Maths- Well done for producing excellent work during the Maths 
cover lesson on probability today. Keep up the good work.

Daria Delcheva– 8M- 6 Positive Referrals

 Science- Embracing challenge and showing 
resilience in science

 Art- For creating a fantastic final design 
artwork on architecture


